The city of Vrbovec is situated in Zagreb County,
30 km from the north-east of the city of Zagreb,
the capital of Croatia.
The city refurbished its entire street lighting
system
to
LED
technology
using
Energy
Performance Contracting (EPC). The project was
done in cooperation with a local LED producer and
a local maintenance company.

The project started with a detailed energy audit for
the current lighting system. This analysis showed
significant energy and maintenance cost saving
potentials.
The city decided to launch a public procurement
process for the refurbishment of the lighting
system using Energy Performance Contracting
(EPC). The selection of the ESCO was based on the
most economically advantageous offer. The
submissions were evaluated according to the
following criteria:
- net present benefit for the city (energy and
maintenance savings during and after the
guaranteed savings period) (85 points),
- advanced street light management
implementation (10 points)
- technical characteristic (5 points).
A contract was signed for 87 months. In addition to
the replacement of the luminaires, overvoltage
protection and a wireless controlled management
system were installed.





14,800 inhabitants
National, regional and local
LED elektronika




90,700 €/year
32,500 €/year


1,215,100 kWh/year



559 tons/year




866,667 € (capital costs)
995,360 € (overall contract value)
7.25 years
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Total installed electric capacity

352 kW

71 kW

Total number of lamps

2,247

2,211

Number of lighting points (luminaires)

2,247

2,211

HPS

LED

1,433,400 kWh

218,300 kWh

107,000 Euro

16,300 Euro

Main lamp type
Annual electricity consumption
Annual electricity costs

The city's entire lighting system has been refurbished to LED technology. The lighting infrastructure has
been modernised and the safety on the roads improved. A smart management system was also
installed and almost 80 % energy savings have been achieved.

The facilitation service supported the preliminary technical data collection and energy audit as well as
contributed technical advice throughout the project. Legal and financial advice was given trough
WeBSEFF - the Western Balkans Sustainable Financing Facility. The facilitation is promoting the
achieved results and providing relevant information to other municipalities interested in EPC
implementation.
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The municipality of Kostrena is a popular seaside
destination close to the city of Rijeka. The
municipality decided to refurbish the public
lighting on the national, county and local roads on
its territory. The aim was to achieve safer
conditions for pedestrians and drivers by
complying with the lighting standard (EN 13 201).
This is one of the first projects in Croatia to be
implemented and financed with Public Private
Partnership (PPP).

The municipality’s priorities were to achieve
energy and costs savings while increasing the
safety and comfort on the streets and in public
spaces. In addition to replacing the lamps and
luminaires, the project includes improvements to
parts of the infrastructure (e.g. pole replacement
and repair, relocation of the measuring points,
implementation of a street lighting monitoring
system).
The ESCO will take care of the maintenance of the
lighting system and ensure that it fulfils defined
standards. The selection of the ESCO took place
through a two-step tendering process. The most
economically advantageous offer was selected
based on:
 lowest present value of the unitary charge for
ESCO's services (worth 77 points)
 lowest installed electrical power of the lighting
system (20 points)
 lowest Internal Rate of Return (IRR) (3 points).
A 12-year contract has been signed (starting after
the construction phase in 2017). The project has
been subsidised by the Environmental Protection
and Energy Efficiency Fund.




4,180 inhabitants
IMC




24,000 €/year
20,500 €/year


222,500 kWh/year



102 tons/year





250,000 € (capital costs)
456,000 € (overall contract value)
85,000 € (national fund)
12 years
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Total installed electric capacity

75 kW

27 kW

Total number of lamps

407

407

Number of lighting points (luminaires)

407

407

Main lamp type

HPM

LED

Annual electricity consumption

307,500 kWh

85,000 kWh

Annual electricity costs

33,200 Euro

9,200 Euro

In Croatia, PPP has shown to be a convincing financing and contractual option regarding risk
distribution, public debt issues and accounting aspects (e.g. on or off government balance sheet
treatment, initial capital expenditure, combined financing). As this is one of the first projects in Croatia
to use PPP for the refurbishment of public lighting, the preparation of the documentation and tendering
process were challenging. The project serves as a learning ground and paves the way for further
projects of this type.

The facilitation service supported the project in cooperation with the ESCO grupa - a company that
facilitates PPP projects in public lighting. The facilitation service offered advisory services regarding
PPP documentation and the dissemination of the results while ESCO grupa developed the PPP
documentation and managed the tendering process.
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Realised project in street lighting:
City of Ludbreg, North-West Croatia, Croatia
Project background and objectives
The city of Ludbreg is situated in North-West
Croatia, on the left coast of the Bednja River
and 25 km away from Varazdin, the county
capital. The city refurbished most of the
street lighting system (70%) to LED
technology using Energy Performance
Contracting (EPC).

Project description

Facts

The first phase consisted of a detailed
analysis of the baseline of technical and
financial data of the lighting system. Based
on this analysis, the city decided to
modernise the existing system and upgrade
it to meet lighting standards (EN 13 201).

 Population: 9,194 inhabitants
 Type of streets: National, regional and

The city applied to a tender of the
Environmental Protection and Energy
Efficiency Fund and received a 40 % subsidy
for the reconstruction and upgrading. Due to
fact that more than 190 new luminaires are
going to be installed (the system will be
extended by more than 25%), the subsidy
was required to make the project
economically feasible.

local

 ESCO: Energetska učinkovitost Cementara and Energy plus

 Electricity cost savings: 29,700 €/year
 Maintenance cost savings: 6,300 €/year
 Reduction electricity consumption:
252,300 kWh/year

 CO2 reduction: 116 tons/year
 Investment costs: 345,800 €
 EPC contract duration: 8.6 years
Further information:

The selection of the ESCO was based on the
most economically advantageous offer. The
submissions were evaluated according to the
following criteria:
 net present benefit for the city,
 quality and technical characteristics.

North-West Croatia Regional Energy Agency
HR-10 000 Zagreb, Ulica Andrije Zaje 10
Telephone: +385-1-3098-315
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The contract has been signed with a duration
of 103 months, during which the guaranteed
savings must be achieved for a minimum of
100 months.
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Realised project in street lighting:
City of Ludbreg, North-West Croatia, Croatia
Project data

Before renovation

After renovation

126 kW

47 kW

Total number of lamps

716

910

Number of lighting points (luminaires)

716

910

HPS/HPM

LED

Annual electricity consumption

446,000 kWh

193,700 kWh

Annual electricity costs

52,500 EUR

22,800 EUR

Total installed electric capacity

Main lamp type

Results
70 % of the city's lighting system has been refurbished to LED technology. The lighting
infrastructure has been modernised and the safety on the roads improved. Additional luminaires
have been added in order to meet required standards. Part of the system is equipped with a
management system that dims the lighting to 50 % at selected times. Overall results include
energy savings are more than 63 % as well as improved lighting quality and security.

Support by the facilitation service
The facilitation service was involved in the steps of assessment and verification as well as in
calculating and promoting the achieved results.

This case study was developed in the context of the EU-Project Streetlight-EPC which is supported by the Intelligent Energy Europe Programme. The
sole responsibility for the content lies with the authors. It does not represent the opinion of the European Communities. The European Commission is
not responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein.
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Krapina–Zagorje County encompasses 7 cities and
25 municipalities. The county has a 3-year Energy
Efficiency Strategy. One of the planned activities is
improving the energy efficiency of the county’s 45
schools.
The county was not familiar with the EPC financing
model. With the support of the regional EPC
facilitation service, the county decided to
undertake a pilot project as a learning process. This
project is one of the first of its type in Croatia.

Energy audits were carried out on the lighting
systems in all schools. The 3 schools with the
highest energy savings potential (the elementary
schools Zabok, Oroslavje and Donja Stubica) were
chosen for the pilot project.
The most economically advantageous offer was
selected through an open tender process.
Evaluation criteria were: highest energy savings
(50 pts) points, advanced technical solutions (30
pts), net present value of the energy performance
fee (15 pts) and the overall investment cost (5 pts).
Meeting the indoor lighting standard (EN 12 464-1)
was mandatory.
The project was co-financed by the Environmental
Protection and Energy Efficiency Fund (80 % of
capital costs).




132,400 inhabitants
Indoor lighting in 3
elementary schools



Lipapromet




5,000 €/year
28,000 kWh/year






13 tons/year
209,700 €
157,600 € (environmental fund)
14.25 years
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Total installed electric capacity

151 kW

83 kW

Total number of lamps

2,334

2,242

Number of lighting points (luminaires)

2,334

2,242

Incandescent light bulbs

Tubular fluorescent T5

Annual electricity consumption

69,900 kWh

41,900 kWh

Annual electricity costs

12,500 Euro

7,500 Euro

Main lamp type

The refurbishment took place in the summer of 2016. The performance indicators were measured after
the completion of the project and showed greater than expected results. The electricity savings are
14 % higher than planned and the illuminance is 36 % higher than prescribed. Working conditions for
the pupils and teachers have been significantly improved, while achieving energy savings. This is the
first EPC project for the ESCO Lipapromet. The performance of the new lighting system will be
monitored on a yearly basis. Non-achieving of the performance indicators will directly affect the
monthly payment to the ESCO.

The facilitation service supported Krapina-Zagorje County throughout the project. Support included
energy auditing and developing the EPC documentation (tender, contract, measuring and verification
protocol, subsidy application, controlling of the refurbishment process). The facilitation service also
supported Lipapromet in becoming an ESCO by offering, among others, support on regulatory issues.
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Karlovac County encompasses 5 cities and 17
2
municipalities. It covers an area of 3,622 km and
is one of the larger regional authorities in Croatia.
Over the last decade, the county has been
implementing its Energy Efficiency Strategy and
investing in energy efficiency measures. One of
these measures is the refurbishment of the aged
indoor lighting systems in all public buildings.

The county’s primary objective is to reduce its
monthly electricity consumption and cost for
indoor lighting. An energy analysis of the indoor
lighting systems of buildings managed by the
county showed that sports halls hold the biggest
energy savings potential due to long operational
hours and high installed electric capacity. The High
School of Natural Sciences had the highest energy
savings potential among all analysed sports halls.
Karlovac County has experience with Energy
Supply Contracting: two of its schools are supplied
with thermal energy by an ESCO provider. Energy
Performance Contracting (EPC) was considered for
the lighting refurbishment of the sports hall.
However, due to the availability of funds in the
county’s budget, it was decided to proceed with the
investment on their own. The metal halide lamps
were replaced with dimmable LEDs and a control
management system was installed, greatly reducing
energy consumption.




128,900 inhabitants
indoor sports hall





150 €/year
2,130 €/year
10,300
kWh/year





4.7 tons/year
11,600 €
5.1 year
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Total installed electric capacity

10.0 kW

2.2 kW

Total number of lamps

21

21

Number of lighting points (luminaires)

21

21

Main lamp type

Metal halide

LED

Annual electricity consumption

13,200 kWh

2,900 kWh

Annual electricity costs

2,370 Euro

240 Euro

In 2016, the 400 W metal halide lamps were replaced with 100 W dimmable and wirelessly controlled
LEDs. The quality of the lighting in the sports hall was significantly improved and energy savings of
almost 80 % have been achieved. Since the sports hall has multiple functions, a smart control
management system was installed. Groups of luminaires can be dimmed in the sections of the hall that
are not being used according to a few pre-programmed dimming modes.

The regional facilitation service supported the project with the rough analysis of the energy savings
potential, estimation of the required investment, defining the minimum technical characteristic and the
evaluation of the tender.
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